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Data Analytics & management



Edition Offering .
Omaya have 3 edition , Omaya:Crowd, Omaya:Workspace & Omaya:Vision, each targeted for specific uses and 
industry.  

`

Omaya:Crowd

Provide analytics & 
forecast on how 

people move around 
in your venue by 

tracking their digital 
devices such as phone

`

Omaya:Workspace

Location tracking for 
personal and asset. 
24/7 monitoring for 
safety and security

`

Omaya:Vision

Analytics & 
automation using 
vision technology 

from digital camera



Omaya:Crowd



How does it Work.
Omaya crowd primary uses wireless access point to detect & track users devices when they enter your venue, it 
can also utilise others sensor to detect movement such as infrared sensor as well as camera technology.



Traditional Method.
Traditionally , to obtain the same type of analytics report it be labour intensive using personals and count using 
counter. This method is unreliable and labour intensive. The next evolution will be using our solution be it 
infrared, wifi or camera.



Wifi Sense Mode.
Omaya:crowd can utilize as low as 1 sensor  and able to scale up for complex setup to detect triangulation for 
accuracy.

X,Y



Vision Mode.
In vision mode, Omaya:Crowd will utilize compatible digital cctv camera to analyse traffic flow.



Line counter Mode.
The most inexpensive way to have crowd analytics will be line counter mode , while the data richness is lower it 
provide inexpensive way to have understanding the number of crowds in & out of venue. Unlike traditional 
infrared line counter. Our line counter utilize 2 invisible line to detect cross in and out.



Accuracy Enhanced.
Our patented technology enable us provide higher degree of accuracy of data such as using our fingerprinting for 
mapping the location sensing accuracy, algorithm to resolve random mac address issue as well as grouping of 
user with multiple devices as one unit.



`

Privacy & Security Ensured.

Our solution uses high grade encryption to 
ensure all data is kept safe at all time. 

For privacy all our solution are compliance of 
GDPR , PDNA and other privacy compliance 
requirement.



Analytics



Data that Matter.
Our analytics report are design to focus on key foundation data that matter for your operation and efficiency.

Traffic

How's the 
movement in my 
venue

What's the ratio of 
new and returning 
users?

Loyalty Engagement Timing

How long users 
stay in one 
location?

What’s the peak 
and non peak time?



Our Analytics Philosophy.
We believe in the mantra of make sense of chaotic data available for you to make informed decisions. Thus the 
design of our software platform for the analytics reporting.

Data Analytics Decisions



`

Dashboard Overview.

Omaya Dashboard provide an overview and alert 
on crowd key metric and  performance on your 
venue overall , you can drill down to view 
specific venue and its metric.



`

Venue Benchmark.

Have an overall benchmark of your venue 
performance over the given time. Using 
benchmark analytics provide you a quick 
snapshot of venue performance and key metric.



`

Visit Analytics.

The visit analytics provide you information on 
user’s behaviour within your venues, it will do 
comparison between how many user pass by  
visit into your store and how many engaged 
users. 



`

Visit Analytics.

View the Weekly time heatmap to find busy and 
low period in day and time of the weeks.



`

Entry & Exit.

The entry and exit analytics provide bounce rate 
and ratio of how users enter or exit your venue. 



`

Dwell Analytics.
Dwell analytics provide information of whats the 
duration users stay within the venue. Connect to 
Kiwire captive portal to obtain demographic 
information and merge the report to have an 
complete holistic picture. Find whats the peak 
hour that users dwell the most.



`

Understanding Loyalty.
Have full understanding of users loyalty to your 
brand and venue by using our Loyalty analytics, 
Understand from all visitation by user how many 
are frequent users and what’s the rate of return.



`

Venue Heatmap.
Heatmap analytics provide real time information 
of your current user density as well as density 
movement within the day. This provide you view 
on popular hotspot within your venue from day 
view.



`

Cross Visit.

Using Cross visit analytics provide you 
information on how your user visit your brand 
store or venue. How many visit your store 
around the region or country.



`

Cross Path.

Ever wonder how does your user move around 
your venue ?, using our cross path analytics 
provide you information on how user move 
around your venue. Group by most frequent use 
path, it provide brand owner or venue a insight 
on how the movement of users from the 
moment they enter the entry point or simply 
selected point A to point B



Omaya:Workspace



Sample Application.
The high accuracy of our solutions enable organization to enable cutting edge use case with less hassle and 
wastage.

Check-in / Check-out
Note each time personal or 
asset enter or exit a space.

• Create timeline.
• Highlight bottleneck.
• Inform key personal on 

personal or asset location in 
real-time.

Taking Stock
Map which asset  located in 
given time.

• Count asset moving thru 
station

• Keep running stock of 
crucial asset. 

Monitor, Analyse Alert.
Record movement for analytics 
and automation.

• Generate data
• Automatic trigger and 

alerts.



Industry Application.
Omaya:Workspace is design specifically for Industry 4.0,  Plant safety , healthcare , Airport and offices.using
Omaya:workspace to mordenize , improve efficiency and safety.



`

Industry & Logistic.

Asset tracking application
• Search and find
• Asset utilization and inventory
• Order & material traceability
• Employee visibility & safety.

Business outcome
• Make better decision
• Control throughput
• Improve return on net assets
• Reduce lead times and improve cashflow.



`

Healthcare.

Asset tracking application
• Search and find
• Staff & Patient visibility & safety
• Key Asset management & inventory
• Improve regulatory compliance

Business outcome
• Boost productivity
• Improve patient safety 
• Reduce asset management cost.



How does it Work.
Omaya:workspace utilize primary BLE technology to scan ble tag that is attach to personal or asset. 

Wireless sensors mount onto the equipment continuously stream location data to Omaya:workspace.



`

Personal Card Tags.

Personal Card  tag is a button-equipped, IP65-
compliant tag for people. Give the badge to 
your employees, staff members, or visitors to 
track their location and movement and 
enable them to notify you on panic situation 
or other predefined events. And its RFID 
compatible

Telemetry

Button

Security

LED

IP65

Temperature



`

Asset Tags.

Track assets with robust tag with 
replaceable battery, assign function on 
event on press of button.Small but 
powerfull.

Telemetry

Button

Security

LED

Temperature



`

Lanyard Tag.

Turning any standard ID card into a smarter one.

The lanyard tag enable contract tracing,people
visibility and safety enhanced indoor locations.

Telemetry

Security

Shock resistance



`

Dashboard Overview.

Workspace dashboard provide you an overview 
of your workspace key stats such as alert , asset 
tracked, how many visitor and most occupied 
spaces.



`

Asset Management.

Asset management let you add key asset into 
the platform. With asset management you can 
track if asset is in one space for too long for 
logistic or track asset is moved to another space.



`

Visitor Management.

Omaya visitor management provide a complete 
solutions to manage your visitor, you can 
schedule in advance visitor as well as provide tag 
to walk in visitor to ensure all are tag.

Rules can be added to ensure visitor does not 
wander off to restricted space and track all their 
movement.



`

Appointment Schedule.

Schedule in advance and plan the space where 
the visitor can access the space allowed. You can 
use our analytics report to check if scheduled 
visitor does check in on the scheduled time or 
not.



`

Employee Management.

Employee management let you manage all your 
employees and their tag, you can add more 
biodata detail into the employee such as date of 
birth and more. You can define the employee 
grouping as well as work shift for security control 
for example send alert to security team if 
employee come to work on non working days.



`

Employee Attendance.

With workspace you can have an detail report on 
employee attendance in a easy to read data , key 
statistic  as well as export to your HRM solutions.



`

Lateness Reporting.

If required , our lateness report will provide a 
detail logs of employee stay within your 
workspace venue. These are based on their shift 
data and work schedule to ensure operation 
efficiency. Alert can be triggered if employee did 
not show up to work for more than certain 
definable hour to ensure safety and compliance.



`

Alert Management.

Alert management proactively governor your 
workspace for any issue arise . 

Alert management support automation to push 
and trigger data to 3rd party software solutions 
such as CMS or others.

!



`

Alert Monitoring.

Alert monitoring provide you any alert that 
trigger immediately and report it .

!



`

Alert Panic.

Tag that have alert button can be configure to 
perform emergency call assistance. Employee 
just need to press the button under duress 
situation and alert will be trigger with location of 
employee.

!



`

Visitor Tracking.

Track visitor in real-time the whereabout the 
visitor is using visitor monitoring. 



`

User & asset Tracking.

Track tracking to understand movement and 
historic movement within your venue of the 
users or asset.



`

Tag Status.

Tag status provide you overview of all the tag 
registered in your organisation. It will display all 
tag key data such as battery level, humidity and 
position



`

Visualize Tracking.

Have real-time view of all employee , visitor and 
asset in a live map



`

Rules Automation.

One of key feature of omaya:workspace is 
automation. Using rules automation you can 
setup functional rules to optimize the Safety, 
operation, productivity of your workspace
Such as rules on button is pressed on tag for 
calling help or asset tag button for security to 
ensure patrol is done.

Or entry of restricted zone to certain personal at 
any given time set .
The  automation governing option is limitless.



Rules management Example .
One of key function of omaya: workspace is automation , think it as an 24/7 governor that govern your space with 
rules to ensure all are operating at optimal , safe and secure manner.

Spaces

• Entry

• Exit

• Detected

• Temperature

• Count

Tags

• Battery level

• Button click

• Dwell

• Absent

Time

• Start time

• End time

• Selected days

• Daily

Trigger

• Webhook

• API

• Email

• SMS

• Who

• Priority



`

Employee mustering.

Use it to as prevention of too many employee or 
asset muster in a space or as way to ensure all 
employee check in , into said space during 
evacuation.



`

Secure zone

Set up space with access control, when 
employee enter space that they should not have 
access , an alarm will be triggered for 24/7 
security management

You can also set the zone to detect sudden 
change in temperature in the space for fire 
detection or ambient air control failure.

! !
!



Omaya:Vision









`

Dashboard Overview.

The dashboard provide an overview and 
snapshot of your users in your venue. You can 
drill down to specific venue for quick look.



`

Login Sponsor.

Sponsor login enable organisation to have an 
secure wifi access for guest, Guest are require to 
request access from organisation employee to 
be granted access to network.

To access guest need to type in their information 
plus any additional data field set by the 
organisation and the invitee email from the 
organisation to access the network.

Connect me

Name

Email

Sponsor 
email



`

Login Sponsor.

Organisation staff will received email from 
system with detail and request from guest to 
access network, organisation staff will be 
required to grant the  access by clicking on the 
button to let guest access network. 

Once granted guest will be automatically 
connected to network without approval for said 
duration by invitee.

Request for network access

Grant access



`

Scan QR Code to Login

Login QR.

Let user login wifi network via QR code , Our 
platform support QRwifi and QRLogin for 
Seamless QR login to network.



`

Redirect Me.

Successful login user will be redirect to 
campaign site or company website for branding 
purposes.



`

Password Policy.

Apply secure password policy option for users 
when they are changing the password. Set the 
minimum password character , require 
alphanumeric , changed every 90 days , No reuse 
old password, auto lock the  account after 6 
failed attempt and many more to have a secure 
password policy for your organisation .

Ensure your organisation comply with internet 
security standard such as HIPAA, GDPR & NIST 
800-53.

Password 

New Password

Update



`

User Control Panel 

User Portal.

Give your WiFi users complete control and 
transparency into the data collected about 
them. Let user perform self service from 
changing password to view their own 
transaction to even add new devices such as 
chromecast to the network.

My Info

My Transaction

My Activity

Change Password

Add Device



`

You are connected 

Tiered Plan .

Create multiple tiered plan that suite your users, 
you can create plan that ;

• Limit network speed of download and upload
• Apply quota of data download

• Restrict the time allowed to connect to 
network

Or create multi tiered plan for each group of 
users.

Time left :

Plan :

12 hour

10Mbps



Dynamic Bandwidth .
How about giving your users more bandwidth when the network is not congested and maintain tiered bandwidth 
when network is near capacity again. With Kiwire Dynamic bandwidth function this option is an reality provide 
your users with better experience using your network.



Campaign Management.
Simple to use campaign management platform that let you engage your users , set campaign setting such as start 
date , duration , max click limit as well as impression.

`



Campaign Automation.
Our Campaign automation engine will trigger and analyse the  scenario of the user and execute the correct 
campaign from displaying ads , to send email or welcome text to users.

``
Sign in via Facebook

Sign in via email

Sign in

Welcome 

`



API Interface.
Kiwire come with intensive API syntax and call , that enable you to integrate and automate Kiwire within your data 
infrastructure.

`



White Label.
Rebrand Kiwire to your own brand and promote your brand, where you are MSP or WISP. Rebrand allow you to 
create an branding that stick for your customer

`



Personas.
Personas is our grouping method of user based on the demographic group , you can create personas such as 
family man , millenia , Female 20 ~ 30 years old. Use personal to create an effective marketing campaign 

`



High Availability Cloud.
Kiwire cloud have built in High availability infrastructure and our cloud infrastructure via google cloud have full 
redundancy built in to ensure full operational capability of the solutions.

`



Monitoring Networks.

With built in device monitoring that passive and active, have pulse on your network and detect failure before it 
begin.

`

Our built in network monitoring module allow you to understand your network infrastructure health and detect 
failure as it happen or even before it happen by our active or passive method.



Multi Tenants.
Design for MSP in mind , our Multi tenant edition let MSP resell and create tenant with full administrative 
capability to manage their account and users.

`



Equipment Support.
With wide range of network equipment brand support , Kiwire is able to interoperate and integrate into your 
network with ease.

`



Finance 



Revenue Generations.
Kiwire finance modules , let you generate invoices and track payment progress of your users.

`



Realtime Data .
Up-to-date user data collected thru your wifi network that let you understand your operation , Kiwire have 
over 70+ reports screen that enable you to fully understand your network, users, campaign and more.

Full name Email address Birthday Gender 

Phone number Device type Operating system Login location 

New vs Returning Time spent Campaign history Revenue

@



Offline Campaign Analytics.
Track your offline campaign success using our offline analytics to understand the effectiveness of the campaign.

`



Insight Analytics.
Insight analytics provide information of what devices and brand are frequently used by your users.

`



Registration Data.
You can view information on data collected and additional data field set during the collection of email or sign up 
login process.

`



Bandwidth Analytics.
Simple to use campaign management platform that let you engage your users , set campaign setting such as start 
date , duration , max click limit as well as impression.

`



Tiered Plan .
Create multiple tiered plan that suite your users, 
you can create plan that ;



Dynamic Bandwidth .
How about giving your users more bandwidth when the network is not congested and maintain tiered bandwidth 
when network is near capacity again. With Kiwire Dynamic bandwidth function this option is an reality provide 
your users with better experience using your network.



Revenue Generations.
Simple to use campaign management platform that let you engage your users , set campaign setting such as start 
date , duration , max click limit as well as impression.

`



`
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Features.
Why choose us

24/7 Online 
Support

Fast Response Experienced More 
than 5 yrs

Money Back 
Guarantee
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